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Tim Carhardt is drifting through life with one goalÃ¢â‚¬â€•survival. Jamie Maxwell believes she can

become, no, will become the first female winner of the cup. But life isn't always as easy as it seems.

What happens when dreams and faith hit the wall? In the trademark page-turner style used by Chris

Fabry in the Left Behind: The Kids series, these fast-paced books will keep even reluctant readers

on the edge of their seats. Go behind the scenes of America's most-watched sport to see what it's

like inside a 200-mph racecar as engines rev and lives collide.
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it was hard to get into because it jumped around so much from one person's life to another... once i

got what was going on i liked it and got caught up in it... BUT when i got to the last page and that

was the end? i was LIVID! On my kindle ALL the blips for EVERY BOOK in the series was the same

and when i read one of them i THOUGHT to be the next book, there was NOTHING in the blip

ABOUT CHAD.. it was about some girl never mentioned in the book i just read BUT it was taking



place in the time period OF the first book!.. so although i liked the book AND appreciated the

Christian values..[ which really led no where.]. i am not going to buy another one...

I very much enjoy the way this author writes. I felt connected to the characters, and wanted them to

succeed. I was very happy with the way the young man grew, so far, and sympathized with the

young lady, even though it's clear that this is a series and not complete in one book. I hope the

series resolves everything by the fourth book; I'll have to read them. Chris Fabry writes excellent

fiction, for young people, as this one, and books for more advanced readers.

I hate it when a story gets cut off on the middle. I felt ripped off by this one. It should have been

twice as long. BUT it had good Christian content and that's rare. I wish there had been more racing.

I liked the characters. I felt I was just starting to get to know them.

Well written YA novel for guys and gals alike. Gives just enough technical details to teach without

coming across like he's doing so. I was hooked from Chapter 1 but was oh so disappointed by the

cliffhanger ending! Oh, well. I'll definitely want to be purchasing Book 2. That's a sign right there

how much I enjoyed the story.

Disappointed that the book stops abruptly with no actual ending. Makes it appear to a partial book. If

that is the case I was not able to find this in the description before I got the book. Thankfully I was

able to get it while it was free. But the story itself is good, engaging, and a quick read.

This book was a good read and kept my interest but I could see that the book was going to end and

not having any resolution to the character's lives. I was left hanging. And what became of

Chad?????? I don't mind books that have sequals but I do mind being left in the dark like this.

I purchased this not realizing that I was getting a short story that stops in the middle. The writing

was good, but I will not purchase from this author again!

It was a good book until the ending. I felt it left a person hanging in the air about different things. The

story line was good but just not finished.
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